Suppressed Crystallization of Rod-Disc Molecule by Surface Anchoring Confinement
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ABSTRACT: Upon varying the thickness of liquid crystal (LC) cells and alternating their surface chemical and physical environments, phase transition behaviors of the rod-disc molecule (RD12, where 12 is the number of carbon atoms in each alkyl chain linkage between the rod and the disc mesogens) were dramatically changed. From the cross-polarized optical microscopic observations and analyses, it was realized that the macroscopically oriented nematic (N) phase of RD12 was obtained by the surface anchoring confinement and the crystallization of RD12 was completely suppressed. On the basis of the systematic experimental investigations, it was concluded that the glassy N phase was formed because the interaction between surface alignment layer and RD12 (a surface anchoring force) is bigger than that of RD12 themselves (a driving force of the crystallization). The finely tuned molecular orientations and anisotropic physical properties of the programmed RD12 building compound can allow us to fabricate smart optical and electrical thin films for practical applications in electro-optical applications.

INTRODUCTION

Since the first discovery of liquid crystal (LC) in the 1880s by Reinitzer and Lehmann, novel LC molecules have been designed, synthesized, and characterized not only for better understanding of mesophase concepts in soft materials as an important basic scientific aspect but also for the innovation of new technologies, especially in LC displays (LCDs).1–19 In scientific aspects, these novel LC molecules have introduced unique ordered phases, such as twist grain boundary phases,20–22 blue phases,23–25 achiral banana phases,26–30 and biaxial nematic (N) LC phases.31–33 The newly introduced LC molecules have, on the other hand, encouraged engineers to fabricate the various types of LCDs which are ubiquitous displays in televisions, computers, mobile phones, and navigators.34–36

From this perspective, we have reported the characteristics of the rod-disc molecule (RD12), which was newly synthesized by the chemical combination of rodlike (R) and disclike (D) mesogens.37–40 The chemical structure of RD12 is illustrated in Figure 1. Through combined experimental results and careful analyses, it was realized that the RD12 molecule can form three different ordered phases by decreasing the temperature from the isotropic (I) phase: N phase, stable K$_{T1}$ crystalline phase, and metastable K$_{T2}$ crystalline phase.37–40 Utilizing the two-dimensional X-ray diffraction technique, the biaxial N molecular arrangement of RD12 was demonstrated under a direct current (DC) electric field.37–40 Upon varying the alternating current (AC) electric fields, molecular orientation of RD12 was...
systematically investigated in the vertical as well as in-plane electric fields. Surprisingly, RD12 responded to the electric field with a two-step process in the vertical electric field LC cell. After frustration and stabilization of the rod mesogens, the whole RD12 molecule was aligned parallel to the vertically applied electric field. It was also found that the molecular frustrations of RD12 under the vertical AC electric field as a result of the competition between the rod mesogens attached to both sides of the disc mesogen. Furthermore, since the birefringence \( \Delta n = 0.172 \) at 122.7 °C of optical RD12 films can be controlled by magnetic and/or electric fields, tunable optical switches may be fabricated.

Although RD12 molecular orientational behaviors under electric fields with alignment layers have been clearly understood, the phase transition behaviors in the confined LC cell with a planar alignment layer have not yet been revealed. In this research, we have observed that the N phase of RD12 is effectively preserved and does not transfer to the stable \( K_{\text{II}} \) crystalline phase even though the LC cell with a planar alignment layer (rubbed polyimide, PI) and a typical cell thickness \( (d = 4.4 \mu m) \) can be cooled to below the glass transition temperature \( (T_g = 38 \degree C) \) of RD12. A question is still remaining: what is the cause of the disappearance of the \( N \rightarrow K_{\text{II}} \) phase transition in this LC cell? To find the possible reasons for this question, phase transition behaviors of RD12 in the LC cells have been investigated upon varying the LC cell thicknesses and alternating the surface chemistry and physics. On the basis of our experimental observations and analysis, we found that the temperature range of this N LC phase of RD12 in the LC cell with a low cell thickness and PI rubbed surface can be expanded, and the crystallization has been completely suppressed. The formation of the glassy N phase may be because the interaction between the surface PI alignment layer and RD12 is bigger than that of RD12 molecules themselves.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

Rod-disc LC molecules (RD12) were synthesized by four-step condensation reactions.\textsuperscript{37-40} The chemical structure of RD12 purified by chromatography on silica gel using chloroform/hexane (6/1) mixed solvent as an eluent was verified by thin-layer chromatography, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry, elemental analysis, and proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (\(^1\)H NMR).\textsuperscript{37-40} The Cerius\textsuperscript{2} (Version 4.6, Accelrys) simulation software with the COMPASS force field was applied to estimate the energy minimized geometry of RD12 in the isolated gas-phase.\textsuperscript{37-40} The calculated diameter of the triphenyl discotic core was 1.02 nm, and the length of each cyanobiphenyl rod was 2.65 nm.\textsuperscript{37-40} When the alkyl chains between six rods and one disc were assumed to be in the all-trans conformation, the diameter of RD12 molecular disc was calculated to be 6.32 nm.\textsuperscript{37-40}

To study the crystallization behavior of RD12 by varying the thickness of the LC cells and alternating their surface chemical and physical environments, the antiparallel-rubbed electro-optic LC cells were fabricated with a planar alignment layer (Japan Synthetic Rubber, AL-16139, Japan) coated on indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2a. This type of LC cell is named as electrically controlled birefringence (ECB) cell.\textsuperscript{42-44} Applying a spin coater (Korea Spin Coater system, ECF-2, Korea), a planar alignment layer polyimide (PI) was first coated on ITO glass substrates. The spinning rate was increased up to 2800 rpm and maintained for 70 s after spin coating at 550 rpm for 20 s. The spin-coated substrates were cured in a drying oven (JEIO TECH, NO-600M, Korea) with a two-step process: curing first at 80 °C for 5 min and then at 180 °C for 1 h. The post curing process at 180 °C was conducted for securing the adhesion between ITO glass substrate and alignment layer. The thickness of cured planar alignment layers was controlled to be 100 nm. After the antiparallel rubbing process, two substrates were assembled into a sandwich LC cell by utilizing an automatic press (Neo system, APD-01, Japan). Plastic ball spacers with a diameter of about 4.4, 9.0, or 20 μm were purposely added between the substrates in order to maintain the uniform cell thickness \( (d) \). Using a cell thickness measurement (Sesim Photonics Technology, CGMS-100T, Korea), the cell thickness was experimentally determined. Utilizing osmotic pressure, RD12 was injected into the fabricated LC cell. Polarizer (P) and analyzer (A) were arranged perpendicular to each other, and the antiparallel rubbing direction \( (S) \) of substrate was set to be 45° with respect to P and A for clear morphological observations.

Phase transition behaviors of the RD12-filled LC cell were investigated by texture observations using cross-polarized optical microscopy (POM, Nikon, Eclipse E650 POL, Japan) equipped with a temperature controller (Linkam, TMS94, UK). To remove the prehistoric effects of RD12, the RD12-filled LC cell was first heated to above 145 °C and left for 5 min and then cooled down to a certain temperature at 1 °C/min. Contact angles of the LC substrates were measured with a contact angle measurement instrument (CAM-WAFTER, Tantec Inc., USA).\textsuperscript{45-47}

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Phase Behaviors of RD12 Molecule in the Bulk State.

Rod-disc LC molecule (RD12) schematically illustrated in Figure 1 exhibits three ordered phases below the isopropitization temperature \( (T NI = 130 °C) \) in the bulk RD12. The N LC phase arises first at 130 °C during the cooling process, and the
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(a) Schematic illustration of the RD12-filled LC cell and POM images when the rubbing direction \( (R) \) is arranged to be 45° with respect to the axes of A and P in the (b) I and (c) N phases.
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Figure 3. POM images of the RD12-filled LC cell taken at different temperatures by cooling at 1 °C/min: (a) pristine ITO LC cell with \( d = 4.4 \mu m \), (b) PI coated LC cell with \( d = 4.4 \mu m \), (c) PI coated/rubbed LC cell with \( d = 4.4 \mu m \), (d) PI coated/rubbed LC cell with \( d = 9.0 \mu m \), and (e) PI coated/rubbed LC cell with \( d = 20 \mu m \). The orange and red solid lines stand for the transitions of \( I \rightarrow N \) and \( N \rightarrow K_{\text{II}} \), respectively. The blue solid line represents the \( T NI = 38 °C \) of RD12 and the POM image in the dotted box indicates the glassy N phase.
stable KT1 and the metastable KT2 crystalline phases are also formed below the N LC phase. Here, the metastable KT2 crystalline phase is formed at 72 °C during a subsequent heating process after cooling RD12 below the glass transition temperature (Tg = 38 °C). The metastability of KT2 crystalline phase is confirmed by the observation of the KT2 → KT1 transition by the isothermal annealing and the heating processes as well as the spherulitic morphological investigation of these two triclinic crystals. The phase transition behaviors of RD12 molecule in the bulk can be manipulated by the introduction of external forces, such as a surface anchoring interaction.

**Phase Behaviors of RD12 Molecule Manipulated by Surface Anchoring Interactions.** To test this speculation, the surface chemistry of LC cell substrates and the physical interactions between RD12 molecule and surface of substrates are tuned by coating and rubbing the PI alignment layers. Additionally, the LC cell thickness is controlled in the range of 4.4–20 μm to investigate the competition between the surface anchoring interaction (between the surface PI alignment layer and RD12 molecules) and the driving force of crystallization (among RD12 molecules in the bulk). The fabricated RD12-filled LC cell is schematically illustrated in Figure 2a. Here, the axes of polarizer (P) and analyzer (A) are arranged perpendicular to each other, and the rubbing direction (R) of antiparallelly arranged LC cell is set to be 45° with respect to P and A for the clear morphological observations, as indicated in Figure 2.

To confirm the macroscopic RD12 arrangement in the N LC phase due to the surface anchoring forces between RD12 and the planar alignment layers, the RD12-filled LC cell with the PI coated/rubbed planar alignment layer and d = 4.4 μm is first heated to its I phase and then gradually cooled to below Tg = 130 °C. As expected, the POM image in the I phase is completely dark (Figure 2b). In the N phase, the cell exhibits some transmittance when the R is arranged to be 45° from the transmission axes of crossed polarizers (Figure 2c). On the other hand, a complete dark state is obtained again when the cell is rotated 45° to be parallel to the A or P axes. From these POM experimental observations, it is revealed that the optical axis of RD12 is macroscopically and uniformly oriented along the R. By introducing the PI rubbed alignment layer, the long axes of the rod and the in-plane axis of the disc mesogens in RD12 are aligned parallel to the R due to the surface anchoring interactions between RD12 and the alignment layers. Note that the overall shape of RD12 in the cell (d = 4.4 μm) with the rubbed alignment layers must be ribbonlike rather than disclike. The retardation value of RD12 cell (0.762 μm) obtained by comparing with colors in the Michel-Lévy birefringence chart provides a clear explanation of the greenish color in the POM image of the RD12-filled cell (Figure 2c).

Even though the LC cell is cooled at a slow cooling rate (1 °C/min) to below the Tg of RD12, the N phase of RD12 is effectively preserved and does not transfer to the KT1 or KT2 crystalline phases. Namely, the temperature region where the N phase appears is greatly expanded. To find the plausible reasons for the disappearance of this N → KT1 phase transition in the LC cell, phase transition behaviors of RD12 in the LC cells with

---

**Figure 4.** POM images of the RD12-filled LC cell taken at different temperatures by a heating process at 1 °C/min right after quenching the LC cell below Tg = 38 °C: (a) pristine ITO LC cell with d = 4.4 μm, (b) PI coated LC cell with d = 4.4 μm, (c) PI coated/rubbed LC cell with d = 4.4 μm, (d) PI coated/rubbed LC cell with d = 9.0 μm, and (e) PI coated/rubbed LC cell with d = 20 μm. Here, the blue solid line represents the Tg = 38 °C of RD12, and above this temperature the metastable KT2 phase gradually emerged in panel c. The red and green solid lines stand for KT2 and KT1, respectively. The orange solid line corresponds to the transition of N → I, and the POM image in the dotted line box indicates the glassy N phase.

**Figure 5.** Phase transition diagrams of RD12 were constructed based on the POM morphological observations during the (a) cooling and (b) subsequent heating processes at a rate of 1 °C/min.
varying the cell thicknesses and alternating the surface chemistry and physical environments are investigated.

When the pristine LC cell \((d = 4.4 \, \mu m)\) without an alignment layer is cooled from the I phase at 1 °C/min (Figure 3a), the \(T_{NI}\) is identical to that of the bulk RD12. The \(N \rightarrow K_{T1}\) phase transition is detected, but its transition temperature \(T_{NK1}\) is shifted from 121 to 94 °C compared with that of the bulk RD12. The \(T_{NK1}\) shift can be due to the surface chemistry of the substrates and/or the LC cell thickness. To identify the origin of \(T_{NK1}\) shift, PI coated LC cell is prepared with an identical cell thickness \((d = 4.4 \, \mu m)\). It is found that both \(T_{NI}\) (130 °C) and \(T_{NK1}\) (96 °C) of the PI coated LC cell are similar to those of the pristine LC cell. The physical interaction between RD12 and LC cell substrates is estimated from the contact angles with deionized water and diiodomethane. Since the contact angles of pristine ITO \((88°\) with deionized water and \(40°\) with diiodomethane) and PI coated substrates \((80°\) with deionized water and \(34°\) with diiodomethane) are not much different, it is projected that the physical interactions between RD12 and LC cell substrates are little affected by the PI coating. These experimental results indicate that the \(T_{NK1}\) shift from 121 (bulk) to 94 °C (pristine LC cell with \(d = 4.4 \, \mu m)\) is mainly due to the decrease of the LC cell thickness. The d-reduction results in the physical interaction enhancement between the surface PI alignment layer and RD12 molecules relative to that of RD12 themselves.

This result makes us conjecture that the \(N \rightarrow K_{T1}\) phase transition can be completely suppressed by increasing the surface anchoring interactions between RD12 and substrates and by decreasing the cell thickness. It is well-known that the surface anchoring interactions between the LC molecule and substrate can be significantly enhanced by the PI coating/rubbing processes. The contact angles of the PI coated/rubbed substrates with deionized water and diiodomethane are measured to be 100° and 48°, respectively. To test the speculation, the PI coated/rubbed LC cell is prepared with an equal cell thickness \((d = 4.4 \, \mu m)\). Upon cooling the PI coated/rubbed LC cell at 1 °C/min, the \(T_{NI}\) is identical to that of the bulk RD12. The \(N \rightarrow K_{T1}\) phase transition completely disappeared and the temperature range of this N phase can be expanded, as shown in Figure 3c. From the phase transition behaviors of pristine LC cell (Figure 3a), PI coated LC cell (Figure 3b) and PI coated/rubbed LC cell (Figure 3c)
compared with those of the bulk RD12, it is clear that there are three factors to depress the N $\rightarrow$ K$_{T1}$ phase transition: cell thickness ($d$), surface chemistry (PI coating), and physical interactions (PI coating/rubbing).

A series of PI coated/rubbed LC cells are fabricated with respect to the LC cell thickness to monitor the $T_{NKT1}$ shift. At a cooling rate of 1 °C/min, PI coated/rubbed LC cells with $d = 9.0$ μm (Figure 3d) and $d = 20.0$ μm (Figure 3e) exhibit the $T_{NI}$ at 130 °C. Note that the $T_{NI}$ is independent of the surface chemistry and physics and the cell thickness. As shown in Figure 3d,e, the $T_{NKT1}$ of the PI coated/rubbed LC cells with $d = 9.0$ μm (Figure 3d) and $d = 20.0$ μm (Figure 3e) is detected at 72 and 81 °C, respectively. As expected, $T_{NKT1}$ increases with the cell thickness. With a simple linear assumption between the cell thickness and $T_{NKT1}$ in this system, the surface anchoring interactions between RD12 molecules and the PI coated/rubbed LC substrates can be ignored when the cell thickness is above $d = 68$ μm.

Upon heating the LC cells at 1 °C/min right after the cooling process, the glassy N phase jammed below the $T_g$ (38 °C) transfers to the K$_{T2}$ crystalline mesophase at 40 °C (bulk), 42 °C (pristine LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm), 46 °C (PI coated LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm), 61 °C (PI coated/rubbed LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm), 58 °C (PI coated/rubbed LC cell with $d = 9.0$ μm), and 53 °C (PI coated/rubbed LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm). From these results, it is evident that the $T_{NKT2}$ increases with the surface anchoring interaction between RD12 molecule and cell substrate and decreases with increasing the cell thickness. This reflects that a higher thermal energy is required for RD12 to overcome an energy barrier to enter a lower free energy state ($K_{T2}$) when the surface anchoring interaction increases and/or the cell thickness decreases. Note that below the $T_g$, the cooperative translational motions of RD12 are frozen, and all the LC cells do not transfer to any crystalline states. The POM observations reveal that the LC morphologies below the $T_g$ are not changed at least for three months. The continuous heating process evolves the K$_{T2}$ $\rightarrow$ K$_{T1}$ phase transitions at 80 °C (bulk), 83 °C (pristine LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm), 83 °C (PI coated LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm), 88 °C (PI coated/rubbed LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm), 86 °C (PI coated/rubbed LC cell with $d = 9.0$ μm), and 84 °C (PI coated/rubbed LC cell with $d = 4.4$ μm). These results indicate that the K$_{T2}$ $\rightarrow$ K$_{T1}$ phase transition temperature of the LC cell is little affected by the surface chemistry and physics and the cell thickness. As shown in Figure 4, the K$_{T1}$ $\rightarrow$ N and N $\rightarrow$ I phase transition temperatures of the LC cells are identical with those in the bulk RD12. On the basis of these experimental results, it is concluded that after the complete transformation from the metastable K$_{T1}$ crystalline phase to the stable K$_{T1}$ phase, the thermodynamic phase transitions are independent of the surface anchoring interaction. The phase transition behaviors during the cooling and the subsequent heating at 1 °C/min are also summarized in Figure 5, panels a and b, respectively.

Both effects of the cell thickness and the planar alignment surface layer for RD12 on the phase transition behavior can be explained by schematic illustrations, as shown in Figure 6. Without the PI coating/rubbing process, RD12 below the $T_{NI}$ does not form the uniform monodomain (Figures 3a,b and 6a,b). It is considered that both rod and disc mesogens directly contacting to the substrates are lying down (a phase-on arrangement) due to the physical interactions between RD12 mesogens and substrates. The whole shape of RD12 thus maintains a disclike shape. Getting away from the surface, RD12 gradually becomes randomly oriented, and the population of RD12 on the edge-on arrangement increases. By adding the rubbed PI coated substrate, the interactions between RD12 mesogens and the PI surface are significantly increased, and the N $\rightarrow$ K$_{T1}$ phase transition is greatly depressed. This phenomenon can be explained by the cooperative anchoring interaction. By rubbing the PI layer, the long axes of rod and disc mesogens of RD12 on the planar alignment layer are parallel to the rubbing direction and create a monodomain in the cell. Note that the whole shape of RD12 on the PI coated/rubbed substrate is ribbonlike. Since the phase-on arrangement of RD12 on the surface is continuously and cooperatively transferred into the middle of the cell along the cell thickness direction, the whole RD12 molecules in the LC cell can cooperatively retain the N phase and delay the N $\rightarrow$ K$_{T1}$ phase transition in particular when the cell thickness is small. By increasing the cell thickness, this cooperation in the middle of the cell thickness direction becomes weaker, and the phase transition behavior gradually approaches that in the bulk, as schematically illustrated in Figure 6c–e. After the K$_{T2}$ and K$_{T1}$ crystallization in the LC cell, the interactions created...
among RD12 molecules in three dimensions is much stronger than the anchoring interactions between RD12 and the substrate so that the KT2 → Kτ1 and Kτ1 → N phase transitions are fairly independent of the surface chemistry and physics as well as the cell thickness.

**Metastability of a Glassy Nematic Phase via the Competition between Surface Anchoring and Crystallization Forces.** To understand the thermodynamic phase transition behaviors of RD12 and the formation of the KT2 metastable crystalline phase, the free energy versus temperature at constant pressure is schematically illustrated in Figure 7. As represented as blue arrows in Figure 7a, upon cooling the bulk RD12 of which there is no strong surface anchoring interactions, the KT2 phase transfers to the N phase which possesses the lowest free energy phase between T_{NI} and T_{KT2}. The continuous slow cooling (1 °C/min) allows the N → KT1 phase transition in which the KT1 phase shows the lowest free energy. The subsequent heating leads to the KT1 → N → I phase transitions, as illustrated in Figure 7a. When the PI coated/rubbed LC cell with d = 4.4 μm is slowly cooled at 1 °C/min, the I phase transfers to the N phase at T_{NI} which is identical to the case in the bulk. However, the N phase formed in the PI coated/rubbed LC cell with d = 4.4 μm bypasses the KT1 and KT2 crystalline phases at this cooling rate and retains the N phase until the temperature reaches T_g to form the glassy N phase (the cooling track is represented as blue arrows). The glassy N phase also can be formed by quickly quenching the bulk RD12 at a temperature below T_g. Therefore, it can be considered that the surface anchoring interaction dominates the transition behavior of forming crystalline phase from the N phase when the rubbed PI alignment layer is introduced. Note that the free energy of the KT1 is lower than that of the KT2 in the whole temperature range studied. Therefore, the KT2 crystalline phase is metastable compared with the KT1 crystalline phase. The subsequent heating of the glassy N phase to above the T_g undergoes the pathway to a lower free energy state of the metastable KT2 crystalline phase first, and then the KT2 transfers to the stable KT1 crystalline phase at a higher temperature. The stable KT1 crystalline phase transfers to the N phase at T_{KT2} and to the I phase at T_{SI}. As experimentally observed (Figure 4), the phase transition temperatures of the KT1 → N and the N → I are independent of the surface anchoring interactions and identical to those in the bulk RD12.

On the basis of the schematic illustration in Figure 7b, the phase transition temperatures of the glassy N → KT2 and the KT2 → KT1 depend on the heating rates and surface anchoring interactions. A slower heating rate and a lower surface anchoring interaction will decrease the phase transition temperatures of the glassy N → KT2 and the KT2 → KT1. To support this explanation, the PI coated/rubbed LC cells with d = 4.4 μm is prepared by cooling at 1 °C/min, and then it is annealed at 25 °C. At least for three months, there is no indication that the glassy N → KT2 phase transition has taken place. This is because the cooperative translational motions of RD12 molecules are not possible below the T_g = 38 °C. Phase transition behaviors of RD12 during the annealing process at 50 °C are also monitored, and the results are summarized in Figure 8. The metastable KT2 crystalline phase starts to emerge against the glassy N background after 150 min at 50 °C, and this metastable KT2 crystalline phase then transfers to the stable KT1 crystalline phase after 1400 min at 50 °C. This transition sequence clearly provides the evidence for explaining the thermodynamic phase transition behaviors of RD12 and the formation of the KT2 metastable crystalline phase (Figure 7).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Surface-induced phase evolutions of a rod-disc LC molecule (RD12) were investigated by varying the surface chemistry and physics. Upon varying the LC cell thickness and their surface chemical and physical environments, the RD12 phase transition behaviors were dramatically changed compared with those in the bulk. It was found that the N phase of RD12 in the PI coated/rubbed LC cell with d = 4.4 μm effectively expanded its stability in a wide temperature region between the isotropization and glass transition temperature, and the crystallization of RD12 was completely suppressed. Since the phase-on arrangement of RD12 on the surface can be continuously and cooperatively transferred into the middle of the cell along the cell thickness direction, the whole RD12 molecules in the LC cell can cooperatively retain the N phase and delay the N → KT1 phase transition. On the basis of our careful experimental results, we concluded that the formation of the glassy N phase was mainly because the surface anchoring interactions can overcome the physical interactions of RD12 themselves by the introduction of the rubbed PI alignment layer in particular when the cell thickness is small. After the complete transformation from the metastable KT2 crystalline phase to the stable KT1 phase, the thermodynamic phase transitions at the higher temperature were independent of the surface anchoring interactions. The tailored molecular alignment and anisotropic physical properties of the glassy N phase of RD12 can allow us to fabricate smart optical and electrical thin films for practical applications in electro-optical uses.
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